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Annotace 

Účelem této bakalářské práce je překlad česky psaného technického textu do 

jazyka anglického a analýza rozdílů mezi oběma jazyky, jež se vyskytují v překladu. 

Práce je rozdělena do tří hlavních částí: teoretický úvod, překlad technického  textu a 

analýza překladu. Teoretický úvod se zabývá typy překladu, charakteristikou odborných 

textů a jejich překladem. Přeložený text je z oblasti "počítačových sítí". V závěrečné 

části jsou na příkladech z přeloženého textu analyzovány jazykové jevy a 

charakteristické rysy anglického a českého jazyka. 

Klíčová slova 

Terminologie, ekvivalence, slova cízího původu, zkratka, podstatné jméno, 

sloveso, technický text 

Abstract 

The purpose of the bachelor thesis is to translate a technical text from Czech into 

English and analyze the differences between both languages in translation. The work 

presented is divided into three main parts: theoretical introduction, translation of the 

technical text and translation analysis. The theoretical introduction deals with the types 

of translation and characteristic features of the technical texts and their translation. The 

translated text deals with computer networks. In the last part, the language phenomena 

and characteristic features of the English and Czech languages are analyzed on the 

examples of the translated technical text. 
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Terminologies, equivalence, loanwords, abbreviation, noun, verb, technical text 
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1. Theoretical introduction 
 

During the process of globalization, the English language has acquired the highest 

priority and even prospects not only in the list of the world languages, but also in the 

languages which enhance the process of globalization. A person who wants to discover 

the world and have an access to the Internet resources and various literatures has to 

know at least one of such languages. The knowledge of the English language not only 

expands a person’s mind, but also provides good prospects for future.  

English is globally popular due to:  

 Political and economic influence of English speaking countries 

 Geographical expansion of English 

 Relatively simple grammar compared to other languages 

English is very popular in modern science and professional-scientific communities. 

The knowledge of English, even at the passive level, provides an access to many 

scientific information sources and research works form all around the world. In the 

contemporary state of the media age, with the appearance of new spheres of science and 

scientific discoveries, the popularity of English can be associated with information 

technology, which comprises the fields like computer networking, programming and 

system administration. Since the language of science is based on terminology, the 

majority of terms related to the above-mentioned fields are used in English. For 

example, in case of information technology they are: names of network protocols, 

network devices, computer architecture, even the codes in popular programming 

languages are written in English. 

The next good reason for English popularity is a successful economic and 

geopolitical position. The majority of countries which aim for prosperity and stability 

choose European and English speaking countries as a good example of developed and 

civilized countries. For achieving economic progress, it is necessary to integrate into 

civilized society and accept all its cultural features and views. The important tool for 

this is the English language. The English language is necessary for cultural connections 

not only with English speaking countries, but also with other developed countries, 

therefore globally, the English deserves the title of “the global language”. 

Regarding the connection between language and politics, it is possible to fully 
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realize the success of English. It is indicated by Table 1, which shows the preferences of 

pupils on foreign languages in the countries of former socialist block, where the Russian 

language was a popular foreign language.  

 English French German 

Bulgaria 145.5 67.4 59.8 

Czech Republic 113.8 15.4 88.5 

Hungary 107.0 20.0 83.0 

Poland 421.0 118.0 334.0 

Slovakia 59.0 7.0 47.0 

Table 1:Number of pupils (in thousands) learning English, French, German in five 

central European countries, school year 1994-95 (Maurais & Morris, 2003:97) 

 

We can state with certainty that the English language has become a particular field, 

and one of the human activities dealing with foreign languages is the translation. 

According to Barkhudarov (1975: 11) “Translation is a process of transformation 

of a speech product of one language into another language, while keeping its permanent 

content, which is the meaning”. For keeping the semantic content of any text, it is 

necessary to take into consideration all the particularities related to the style and genre 

of the source text.  

Kuzenko (2008: 9) describes two main types of translation according to genre-

stylistic classification , which means the classification by the nature or type of the 

source text:  

 “ Literary translation – the main purpose of this type of translation is to create the target text that 

makes an aesthetic and artistic impact on the reader  

 Informative translation – the translation of texts related to specific fields the main purpose of 

which is to provide the reader with some information. According to the functional style of the 

source text, there are the sub-types of the informative translation, such as general interest 

translation, scientific and technical translation and legal translation, etc. “ 

Kuzenko (2008: 9) 

Barkhudarov (1975: 46-47) denotes the second type of translation - psycho-

linguistic translation, which takes into consideration the manner of activity of the 
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translator during the process of translation, especially the way of how the source text 

was perceived and how the target text was created: 

 “Oral translation – the type of translation performed in the oral form, which means that the 

translator can once receive a speech text and translate it without correction, analysis and 

rethinking. According to the time criteria the oral translation is classified into: 

o Consecutive translation – the oral translation performed after the source text was 

delivered by speaker or during the speaker’s pause 

o Synchronous translation – the oral translation performed simultaneously with the 

delivery of the source text 

 Written translation – the type of translation in which the source text is translated into the target 

text in written form. During the written translation the translator has many opportunities to look 

at the source text “ 

Barkhudarov (1975: 46-47) 

According to the orientation criteria the oral tranlsation is classified as (Bazylev et 

al. 2010: 212):  

 “One-directional translation – the oral translation performed in one direction, from one 

language into another (can be performed in written form) 

 Bidirectional translation – the oral consecutive translation performed from one 

language to another and vice versa during talks, discussions and so on.  

Bazylev et al. (2010: 212) 

Classification according to the person’s participation in translation process: 

 Machine translation 

 Traditional translation 

If we focus on the particularities of technical translations, we can see that the 

technical translation generally uses the informative style. The technical translation is 

performed in the written form (handbooks, instructions, manuals, etc.) or orally (on 

meetings, lectures). The technical translation is classified according to the scientific 

fields, for example in electrical engineering, medicine, informatics and other fields of 

science (Knittlová 1995: 81). 

The first characteristic feature is the accuracy. During translation of a technical text 

the translator should be familiar with the field the source text is related to. It is mostly 

desirable that technical translation is performed by the specialist who not only speaks a 

foreign language, but also has technical knowledge in the appropriate field.   
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Another characteristic feature stems from the above, which is frequency of 

terminologies (Knittlová 1995:81). The terminological vocabulary is extremely 

informative, which makes it irreplaceable in scientific-technical translation, thus 

enabling accurately and briefly convey the gist of text. The context helps us to 

understand the meaning and definition of individual words, and determine whether the 

term is related to a common-literary or special technical style. The terms during 

technical translation should be treated very carefully, especially when explaining with 

“own words”. On the one hand, the explanation can give the meaning of a difficult term, 

on the other hand, it is possible to confuse when explaining the term, if the translator is 

not familiar with the given professional field.  In this case, the relatively correct 

technical translation may considerably differ from the original text by losing the logic 

and meaning, thus causing discontent of the client-specialist (Krhutová 2009: 42, 107). 

The technical translation as opposed to artistic translation should convey the 

meaning and content of a text without any emotional and expressional elements 

(metaphors, figurative comparisons, etc.) (Knittlová 1995:81,82). As a result of such 

translation, we get the text which contains logical, brief and informative material. This 

is the basic stylistic feature of the scientific-technical text that excludes expressional 

elements, that gives an emotional impact and focuses on the logical side of the text, but 

not emotional and sensitive.  

Consequently, translating a scientific-technical text is complicated from the 

viewpoint of accuracy, since in order to understand the technical text it is necessary to 

have technical knowledge and the related terminology (see Krhutová 2009).  

1.1. Translation equivalence 
 

High-quality translation of any professional purpose assumes complying with rules 

for achieving the equivalence on all levels.  In some cases, it is completely impossible 

in practice to achieve hundred-percent equivalency due to language differences from 

linguistic, pragmatic, cultural viewpoints and meaning. 

Cook (2010: 56-67) describes different situations as an example where the 

translator faces problems with translating when attempting to reach the maximum 

appropriate translational equivalence.  These situations are related to different levels of 

equivalence. For example, in the equivalence of meaning there are difficulties and 

inaccuracies which occur even in translation of simple and trivial sentences. Cook 
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introduces the differences between the Russian and English languages, however these 

apply to the Czech language too, since the Russian and Czech are, in many cases, 

similar in terms of grammar. Let us suppose that a simple sentence in the Czech 

language, which is in the past tense that is to be translated into English. Even so, there 

can appear too many questions regarding the correctness of translation, since the 

accuracy of translation depends on the context and other external circumstances. For 

example, “Já jsem přišla” can be translated as “I’ve arrived”. On the one hand, the given 

sentence is so simple, that it does not cause any difficulty to translate. On the other 

hand, the highly-skilled translator has to take into consideration all the linguistic 

characteristics of Czech (target language) and English (source language), considering 

that the above-mentioned sentence has grammatical features which are not characteristic 

of English: the gender can be determined, it is possible to define by which means this 

person moved (přijít– arrive on foot, přijet– arrive by car, přiletět– arrive by plane), it is 

possible to define the duration of action (if the action is in the past perfect, respectively, 

the translation should be in the corresponding tense). This applies to the Russian 

language too. There is also pragmatic equivalence. The author should know that any 

kind of expression or utterance can be perceived in different way. For the accurate 

translation, it is necessary to translate expressions based on functions of such 

expressions and avoid literal translations as often as possible. As an example we can use 

the Czech phrase “Není zač”, which means “You’re welcome”. In literal translation, 

these phrases lose functional values, that is the purpose of those expressions. Therefore, 

the translator should note that no matter how different the expressions can sound and 

look, they can have similar functions. The next by no means unimportant approach to 

equivalence problematics is the cultural aspect. It means that the translator should know 

the cultural particularities of native speakers of the source and target languages. It 

applies to translation of the Bible for countries populated predominantly by Muslims (it 

may happen that the translator will have to express by language of Koran, for example 

in Syria the Arabic Christians call the God as Allah), also the translation of the Western 

literature for countries culturally distant from the West and vise versa, and so on. 

In case of translation of technical literature, such listed characteristics are not taken 

into consideration, because technical literature is expressed by language of technology: 

this is, first of all, terminology. Accordingly, it assumes the presence of knowledge in a 

certain technical field. The deeper knowledge is, the more the translation is of higher-
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quality.  

1.2. Terminology  
 

 According to Krhutová (2009: 109), there are types of terms classified as: 

 General scientific terms : analyze, technology, interconnect 

 General technical terms   : Internet, network, computer 

 Branch-specific terms” : protocols, IP telephony, WiFi 

Krhutová (2009: 109) states that: “The more specific information included, the more 

specific terms used. Thus, texts determined for certain professional community comprise 

branch-specific terms, which can be understood only by highly instructed readers.”  

The aim of this work is the translation and analysis of the technical text. This topic 

was chosen, because it is very important from globalization perspective, modern 

linguistics and translation study. The world is changing due to development of 

technology including spheres of human activities, and the language is not an exception. 

For the future specialists in the field of translation business/study it will not be very 

difficult to translate the common technical terminologies, since many of them are of the 

English origin. Nevertheless, there will always be distinctive characteristic features 

form lexical, pragmatic and grammatical aspects. In this bachelor thesis, we will 

conduct analysis by comparing the characteristics of both languages and describing the 

similarities related to the above-mentioned branches of linguistics. They are: 

1) Analyzing lexis which deals with loanwords, equivalence of words,  

2) Analysis of translation methods applied, such as paraphrasing, substitution, etc.,  

3) By grammar analysis we can find the grammatical approaches typical for 

technical literature, such as passive voice, etc.  

4) Dealing with pragmatic and stylistic features of target and source languages on 

the example of the translated text. 
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2. Translated text  
 

Introduction to computer networks 

In this chapter, we will explain the basic terms related to computer networks, and 

focus on them in the next chapters. Also, we will explain the meaning of the terms (for 

individual network components) which will be further used.  

1.1 How does computer network operate? 

1.1.1 Network services and network technologies 

While service refers to what is provided, technology refers to the ways of how it is 

provided. Let’s see the examples of network services and the technologies related to 

them: 

Services Technologies 

Access to internet xDSL, WiMAX, GPRS, EDGE, LTE,. . . 

IP telephony  VoIP, VoLTE,. . . 

e-mail SMTP, POP3, IMAP,. . . 

WWW HTTP, HTTPS,. . . 

File transmission FTP, SFTP,. . . 

Remote administration rlogin, telnet, SSH 

                          Table 1.1: Network services and network technologies 

NOTE:  The predecessor of the modern Internet as the largest provider of network 

services was ARPANET (Advanced Research Projects Agency Network) launched in 

1969.  It was a project of American Department of Defense as an experimental network 

financed by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Project Agency). It was initially 

concerning with networking of power computers, which then became capable of being 

accessible remotely. The first European country to have connected to ARPANET was 

Norway (in 1973). The ARPANET implementation was completely finished in 1990, 

when it has already served as its successor – the Internet.   

1.1.2 What does the computer network consist of? 

Hereinafter, we will be using the term computer network, but not literally, since the 

term does not necessarily refer only to computers (however, that term is quite common).  

By term “computer network” we intuitively think of interconnecting certain 
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devices so that they were able to communicate to each other. Exactly what kind of 

devices do we want to interconnect? Of course, they are computers, laptops, tablets, 

smart phones, servers, smart television or rather any smart device. Nowadays, many 

devices are designed as smart, that it is possible to connect kitchen appliances to 

computer network. These types of nodes (at the beginning or end of communication 

path) can generally be called client components.   

Here are the types of network components providing communication: 

1) Active networking components – devices which actively influence on 

communication, for example, they perform routing, amplify the signal and so on.  

2) Passive networking components – components which only “passively transmit” 

the information, for example cabling. 

DEFINITION (Computer network): Computer network is a system of nodes 

interconnected with transmission path.  A node in computer network is either a client 

component or an active networking component.  

We have defined two important terms, such as node and transmission path. We 

have explained the term node, but not the transmission path. It can be a transmission 

medium, for example some passive component such as a metallic cable or an air (Wi-

Fi). It can also be a transmission path combined by different transfer media.  

DEFINITION (Link, transmission channel, transmission circuit):  Link is a 

general (or abstract) term for a transmission path shared between the nodes within a 

network.  

Transmission channel is a one-way transmission path determined not only by 

nodes, which interconnect, but also by physical characteristics, such as speed, 

bandwidth, level of noise and so on. 

Transmission circuit (or telecommunication circuit) is a bidirectional transmission 

path which has a couple of transmission channels (one channel for each different 

direction). 

 Transmission circuit as a communication line for data transmission is usually 

established by a certain organization and reserved for their clients. Such circuit is called 

leased circuit (or leased line).  

 DEFINITION (Network connectivity provider, ISP): Network connectivity 
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provider is an organization providing access services to a given network.  

Internet Service Provider is an organization which provides an access to the 

Internet (directly or provides services of another superior ISP). 

There are two types of transmission circuits: 

 Physical circuit – the circuit used as a physical transmission media which is not 

interrupted by any internode and is not often used nowadays (only in private 

secure communication path) 

 Virtual circuit – logical circuit spread across the different shared physical 

circuits , also can be temporary, which means one physical circuit can have 

many virtual circuits distinguished by duration periods: 

 Permanent virtual circuit (PVC) exists over a long time during the 

lease/ownership period. 

 Switched virtual circuit, (SVC) – dynamically created when 

communication is required and exists for a short period. 

Permanent virtual circuits are considerably expensive, but on the other hand they 

bypass internodes (which makes communication faster) and are resistant to errors 

related to sharing the circuit. Switched virtual circuits are often used in modern large 

networks, since they are cheaper, more flexible and they do not block the capacity of 

transmission path, when the circuit is not used. 

NOTE: In the past, the circuits were configured manually (the operators had to 

wire two contacts). Today this operation is automated in traditional 

telecommunications. 

According to the size of networks, we can classify them into: 

1) PAN (Personal Area Network)– personal network within a little area. It is a 

network that connects devices by Bluetooth, irDA, USB and so on.  

2) LAN (Local Area Network) – local network which covers tens and hundreds 

meters, usually within a building (through WiFi, Ethernet). 

3) MAN (Metropolitan Area Network)– metropolitan network comprising a town 

or a residential area (within kilometer or tens of kilometers), serves for 

interconnecting different LANs (for example WiMAX), usually serves as an 

access network to Internet. 
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4) WAN (Wide Area Network )– wide network covering a region, country and 

continent, serves for interconnecting smaller networks (for example, different 

LANs and MANs) and has the same functions as WAN, but on higher level thus 

building the Internet. 

In every type of network we can use metallic cables or an air (radio connection - 

electromagnetic wave) as a transmission medium. For example, LAN and wider 

networks use optic-fiber, infra-red transmission is used in PAN, and in MAN, we can 

deal with laser links.  

In this subject, we will be dealing mainly with LAN and WAN networks.  

1.1.3 Data transmission 

Network deals with not only connecting nodes, but takes also into consideration the 

capability of data transmission between nodes. Physical connection is only a medium, 

but transmission is the goal, which is conducted only by means of a certain media.  

Types of transmission: 

1) Simplex -  communication takes place in one direction 

2) Full duplex - communication takes place in both directions 

3) Half duplex is bidirectional communication, but not simultaneous (nodes 

communicate one after one, and they cannot transmit data at the same time) 

Full duplex communication can be realized by connecting two or more simplex 

communication links. 

 More often we want to communicate bidirectionally, but sometimes it is not 

technically possible; some transmission paths should be reserved for avoiding collisions 

during transmission. In a wireless type of communication, in which transmission path is 

an air, the data transmission is performed by multiplexing: for example modification 

(modulation) of  frequency-division or time-division multiplexing. 

According to form of transmitted data, transmission is classified into: 

 Stream  mode- a continuous stream of data is transmitted and is not necessarily 

restricted or fragmented  

 Block mode – data is segmented into series of blocks of certain size and assigned 

with the “logistic information” (address, content, method of data processing 
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along the path and so on) and is sent, when received it is reassembled into 

original form.  

Stream transmission mode is typical for a voice transmission through 

telecommunication link (audio signal is transmitted with no segmentation) or hardware, 

e.g. HDMI (multimedia signal transmission). Block transmission mode, on the contrary, 

is typical for computer networks and hardware fields such as Display Port interface. 

We have defined above the term “transmission circuit”. Stream mode is closely 

related to circuits, since transmission is conducted through dedicated transmission 

circuit and data can “stream”, provided that the connectivity is established in the circuit. 

In case of the block transmission mode, it is not necessary to dedicate a certain 

circuit. Any address or destination identifier is a part of packet, and when the data is 

segmented into more packets, each of these packets can be transmitted through different 

physical paths. It is important that all the packets will reach the destination, and there is 

a certain technique for their reassembly (since the packets can be received in the order 

different from the one they were sent).   

From the abovementioned we can see that a data is transmitted either in stream or 

in series of individual blocks. Switching is performed between two streams or packets 

(the objects will be sent one after one). It is classified as: 

 Circuit switching – the stream of data is transmitted only in the dedicated or 

earlier established circuit, and the data is delivered in the correct sequence. 

 Packet switching – there is no need to establish a transmission circuit; packets 

contain information for correct routing to their destination and choose currently 

efficient route, and at the destination packets are reassembled in proper 

sequence.  

NOTE: Circuits are like a railway network. A locomotive with wagons moves 

along with dedicated (or reserved) line and wagons do not change their order. Packet 

switching is like a road network, when large groups of people with different cars can 

take any path which is more efficient, and at the destination they come in the order 

different from the order they left. 

While telecommunication relies on “railway networks” (circuits), computer 

networks rely on “road networks” (packets). 
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Packet switching as a principle originated in ARPANET in 1964 (Paul Baran), 

because the concept of switching in telecommunication recognized as unsuitable for a 

data transmission: reserving a circuit did not allow others to use the same path, which 

means that the usage of such method would become inflexible. Generally, the term 

packet has been used since 1965 (Donald Davies). 

According to whether connectivity was initiated before a certain transmission there 

are two types of communication classified: 

 Connection-oriented includes establishment of connectivity first, then data 

transmission and termination. 

 Connectionless does not require connectivity initiation before transmission. 

What is the relationship between circuit/packet switching and connection-

oriented/connectionless service? 

 Circuit switching is always a connection-oriented service. Creating transmission 

circuit always means establishing connectivity, whereas disestablishing the 

circuit after the data transfer means terminating the connection.  

 Packet switching can take place in two different forms: 

 Datagram – connectionless transmission in which an individual packet 

contains the full destination address 

 Virtual circuit – connection-oriented service when a data is divided into 

packets and uses SVC as a transmission path, and requires establishing 

connectivity in advance. 

When using virtual circuits, packets have brief routing information for active 

network components. Network components have special tables with records, which 

navigate packets with specific information. It means the full address of receiver has to 

be neither in the packet nor the intermediate network components (they have local 

information of network interfaces assigned with destination addresses). 

 During transmission, the data can be corrupted or lost (due to interference, 

eavesdrop, weak signals). They often happen in Wi-Fi: during network overload 

transmission slows down not only because network components operate slowly when 

detecting the problem, but also because corrupted data has to be resent. 

According to reliability the transmission is classified as: 
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 Reliable – if an error is detected during transmission  (packet corrupted or lost), 

the repetition is required (for example, the corrupted packet is resent) 

 Unreliable – when corrupted packet is simply dropped and the lost one is 

ignored. 

NOTE: Unreliable service does not mean that the data cannot reach its destination! 

It simply means that it does not conduct an error correction, and it is performed by 

another service. Network technologies is characterized by their performance which is 

divided into layers, each layer of which performs its task, and when one layer provides 

an unreliable service, the next one provides an error correction. 

Providing reliable services (error correction) is beneficial in case of error 

occurrence, but, on the other hand, it is time-consuming. Therefore, unreliable 

transmission is used when lost packet does not create a problem or errors correction is 

performed in another layer. 

DEFINITION (Best Error Principle): Best Effort Principle solves unreliability 

in the following way: 

 There is a maximum effort to deliver packet. 

 Packet delivery is not guaranteed due to the lack of resources and transmission 

capacity.  

Maximal effort means that when there are plenty of resources, the packet will be 

delivered, but when the resources run out, the packets will be dropped till new resources 

are available. This principle does not only deal with packet delivery, but also with 

managing limited resources. 

According to the amount of recipients communication is classified as: 

 Unicast – transmitted data is aimed only for one recipient. 

 Multicast – data is sent to a group of recipients (belonging to a specific group).  

 Broadcast – data is sent to all connected recipients. 

 Anycast – data is sent to one recipient (anyone) from a certain group. 

It shows that nodes in network can be organized into groups. We will attend to 

groups in further chapters.  

1.1.4 Topology 
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The term topology generally refers to an area and interconnection of objects in 

certain area.  

DEFINITION (Physical and logical network topologies): In computer networks, 

topology is classified into physical and logical: 

 Physical topology determines how individual nodes are interconnected to each 

other. 

 Logical topology determines how the nodes communicate to each other. 

Topology does not take into consideration characteristics like the path length, 

throughput and technology used, it is concerned with physical and logical connection of 

nodes. 

The term topology is not presently as important as it was in the past, however we 

sometimes deal with topologies, so let us look into several common types of them. 

 Bus topology. Transmission path is shared by all connected devices; there is no 

need of a central component. It includes a segment or a backbone cable (one cable to 

which all devices are connected). The signal transmitted by some device is propagated  

into both directions and can be received by any connected device. Usually, both ends of 

backbone is terminated with a terminator which absorbs the signal for preventing from 

back-propagation which causes communication disruption. Devices are connected to the 

main cable by T-joint.  

The advantage is simplicity and less cable consumption, it is sufficient to conduct a 

cable effectively between devices. If the cable is damaged, network is divided into two 

segments, and if back-propagation is prevented in damaged part, the communication 

within segments is possible (not between them). 

The disadvantage is a high load on the link, all devices share the transmission path 

and every transmitted signal is propagated along the whole path. 

Nowadays, this topology as a physical topology is not used in computer networks, 

however it is used in cable television, or in cable internet, in some hardware interfaces 

in PAN networks (SCSI).  Earlier it was used in Ethernet (with coaxial cable). As a 

logical topology it is used in old slower generation of Ethernet. 

Star topology. There is one central component in the network which connects all 

nodes in network. Any communication is conducted through this central component.  
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The advantage is that if there is any damage between the central component and 

some nodes, the network works uninterruptedly (only the node with damaged link 

cannot communicate).  The next advantage is the division of communication links 

between the individual pairs of nodes (central component provides division in logical 

level). 

The disadvantage is that the central component is “a bottle neck of 

communication” and exposed to overloading, since all the communication is conducted 

only through this component, which means the damage of this component causes the 

collapse of the network. One more disadvantage is greater consumption of cable (more 

cabling comparing with bus topology). 

This physical topology is the basis of modern local networks.  

Ring topology. Is a variation of the bus topology with connected ends, its 

properties physically resemble the bus topology’s properties, including signal 

propagation, but as a logical topology it works differently.  The packet is circulated, and 

thus it is clearly defined which connected device can transmit at that moment. 

The advantages and disadvantages are similar to the bus topology.   

This topology was used in Token Ring (local) and FDDI (WAN). 

Tree topology. It is a generalized form of the star topology. The devices are 

divided into levels according to separate operation in individual parts of the network; it 

does not mean that nodes in different parts cannot communicate with each other, it 

means they do not need to communicate, thus not disturbing each other. 

The advantage is uncomplicated network administration and minimal risk of 

congestion, the disadvantage is great consumption of cables (especially when building a 

network is spontaneously being conducted without a plan). The failure of some internal 

nodes causes failure of their sub-trees. 

Tree topology is often used in middle and large local networks, and is the base of 

the structured cabling. Typical technology used is Ethernet. 

Mesh topology. This topology usually uses redundant links, which means that 

there are multiple links between two nodes. The nodes in the network are equal (only at 

the border of network there can be types of nodes, which enable internal nodes to 

communicate with the ‘rest of the world’). Redundancy is not only typical feature for 
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this network. It is also a great amount of nodes, therefore reaching the destination will 

be challenging.  

The advantage is high resistance to a network failure; the disadvantage is again 

high usage of cabling. 

This type of topology is typical for modern WAN (MPLS and so on). It is 

necessary to secure the reliability of the paths, while operation is large and variable, 

where redundancy is necessary.  

Point-to-point connection.  It is a simple connection of two devices. As a physical 

topology it can be useful, in case we need to connect only two devices, but also it can be 

used as a logical topology. For example, in the physical star topology we can use the 

device as a central component which is able, at a logical level, to separate 

communication of individual connected devices into a set of point-to-point connections 

(each end devices sees only the central component). 

 Backbone. Backbone is a part of network connecting its individual parts. It is 

supposed that active components are directly connected to the backbone and they 

separate the operation (they recognize if packets should be sent to “their” network or 

away to backbone). In large networks, the backbone is multilayer (individual layers or 

tiers are hierarchically arranged). Backbone is often met in tree topology. 

NOTE: The Internet has its backbone. It was originally created by its predecessors 

ARPANET, and in the second phase, backbones turn into networks of commercial 

providers. Today the basic structure of the Internet consists of three levels: 

 Tier 1 (Backbone providers) – national-scale ISP organization, which owns the 

most important parts of the Internet backbones and controls operation in that 

layer 

 Tier 2 (National providers) – national-scale ISPs which provide services of its 

part of the Internet backbone, they pay to ISPs of Tier 1 for access to main 

backbone and provide access points to Tier 1 (POP-point of presence). 

 Tier 3 (Local Providers) -  ISPs which provide services within a country and 

compete with each other, they rent connectivity from providers of Tier 2 and 

offer connection to the Internet to end users (firms, users and public institutions 

and so on). They provide an access network for their clients, which is the third 

level of the backbone of the Internet. 
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Further information: 

http://www.slideshare.net/abdurrehmanabdurrehman391/iap-03-isp-hierarchy-

types-of-delays 

1.2 Network hardware 

Every device connected to network should have at least one network interface, i.e. 

the component enabling communication with the network (receiving or sending 

packets). Personal computers and notebooks usually have network interface cards.  

Network interface could be integrated into the motherboard (typical for small 

devices) or it could be a dedicated card (for incorporating into PCI/PCIe slots) or an 

external card (connected with USB).  

Network interface card is an expansion card which provides users with network 

interface.  

Figure 1.1: Network interface cards – the first two are for Ethernet, the remaining 

two are for Wi-Fi (Source: Heureka.cz) 

In Figure 1.1 there are different network interface cards for connection of PC to 

LAN. The first card is incorporated into PCIe slots and enables communication through 

Ethernet, the second one is external and uses USB and Ethernet. The remaining two 

cards enable wireless communication, the one of which is plugged in PCIe and the 

second one is an external card connected with USB. 

First two cards (Fig. 1.1) have physical ports, to which we plug the cable’s 

connector, since Ethernet uses cables. Other two cards do not have physical ports, 

because Wi-Fi is a wireless network, which means we do not need to connect any cable. 

In case of the integrated network card physical ports are at the back of computers (in 

classical computers), in one of both sides or at the back of a laptop. 

Servers have similar network cards, usually with more than one port (apparently for 

backup, parallel communication or for scaling communication area). They can also have 
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plagues/ interfaces (Fibre Channel). 

Active networking components, which are not end devices (communication is 

performed only through them), also need interfaces. They have more interfaces than 

servers and computers, because they are intermediary devices which arrange 

communication by linking tens of devices. Since network operations are their main 

tasks, their network cards are integrated. 

There exist different active components which are distinct by their basic features. 

You could have also noticed that the intermediary devices are represented with different 

icons in figures of topologies. 

Repeater – simple active network component with two ports. It amplifies (or 

generates) input signals and delivers further. Nowadays, repeaters are used in wireless 

local networks, and also in HDMI, where they serve for enhancing the signal range. 

Hub – active component with more than two ports. Any input coming into a port is 

delivered to other ports (input signal is amplified or re-generated). Hub, similarly to the 

repeater, works with signals, but is not able “to look inside” packet. Every port works as 

a repeater – it either amplifies or re-generates the signal. 

Its advantage is the speed (it does not perform any complicated operations), the 

disadvantage is network congestion (packet is sent to everyone except the sender). At 

present, a hub is not often used in computer networks, but it is used in some PAN or 

USB. 

Switch is a slightly smarter active networking component which creates tables of 

nodes’ addresses (each node is assigned with an address and port accessible). From the 

incoming packet contains it finds the destination address and from the table of ports it 

finds the port to which packets are sent. If the destination address is not in the table or if 

the packet is destined for broadcasting, the packet is sent to all ports. We say that switch 

divides the network into segments and if the nodes of the segment are able to 

communicate with each other, it means that communication will not interfere with the 

other segments.  

The advantage is that it does not cause congestion, and secure functions can be 

implemented. The disadvantage is the issues with complicated calculation operations 

(possible to solve technically). Switches are used in LAN, MAN and WAN networks. 
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Bridge is a device which divides network into two segments like a switch. The real 

bridge is not as often used as a switch which connects more than two network segments. 

Moreover, expensive switches have wider functionalities.   

Router is a more complicated active component. It has a table, called routing table, 

which has network addresses rather than addresses of individual nodes. The incoming 

(or received) packet is analyzed in a more detailed way than in a switch, so according to 

destination address it determines the network the recipients belong to, and with help of 

routing table it determines the port leading to that destination address. It serves as a 

default gateway for packets with unknown destination addresses. It drops the 

broadcasted packets (i.e. packets addressed to all devcices), it ignores them and does not 

redirect them. 

While the switch separates the segments within network, router separates different 

networks (of course enhancing theirs communication, and not leading to congestion). 

Figure 1.2: Examples of switches (D-Link and Cisco) and routers (Cisco and HP, 

backsides) (Source: Heureka.cz) 

The advantage of the router is the possibility of advanced administrative and 

security functions implementation and the capability of separating communication in 

different networks. The disadvantage is more complicated calculation operations than in 

a switch, therefore typical routers have less ports than switches, a more powerful 

processor and memory for managing calculations. 

Gateway serves for connecting two different types of networks, it functions as an 

access point and serves as a “translator“. For example, if we have ADSL router at home, 

we have gateway for communication between local network and ADSL network of the 

provider. 

1.3 What is transmitted and how is it transmitted through the computer 

network? 

1.3.1 Data and information 

People often count in decimal numeration system, because they have ten fingers, 

but computers conventionally work with binary numeration system, because electronic 
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components can produce only two states – switched on/ off or current is flowing or not 

flowing. Also the data sent through the computer network is in the binary form. 

We have used the term data for defining what is sent over the network, but a more 

specific term for this would be information. 

DEFINITION (Information): Information is a data which decreases or eliminates 

system’s uncertainty. Information can be received, sent, saved and processed.  

Information volume is considered as a difference between system’s uncertainty 

condition before and after reception of information.  

The extent to which data information is relative depends on the expert and on how 

the concerned data is “new”and “usefull” 

The information unit is a bit, which gains one of these values – 0 or 1. The derived 

unit is a byte, which consist of 8 bits. 

There are prefixes defining multiples – it could be according to SI (where 1000 

=   ) system or binary prefix (where         ). Binary prefixes are standardized as 

IEC 60027-2 and its Czech standard is ČSN IEC 60027-2. 

Metric Unit Value 

Kibibyte KiB                    

Mebibyte MiB                             

Gibibyte GiB                                    

Tebibyte TiB                                           

etc.   

                                   Table 1.2: Binary multiplication 

The table shows the meanings of prefixes for multiplicity. Unlike SI system, binary 

could be more challenging: 

 1 MB – 1 000 000 B 

 1 MiB – 1 048 576 B 

It means that 1 MiB is by 48 576 bytes more, which represents in 5% difference. 

NOTE: As stated above, Byte usually consists of 8 bits. Why usually? Because it 

depends on specific hardware architecture. One byte can have 6, 7, 8 or 9 bits. Most of 

those exceptions are connected with deep history, but nowadays we can still meet with 
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7-bits coding in some emails written in English speaking countries. 

In computer science, there is an important principle which is called 

unambiguousness.  We need to express so precisely, that we could understand what we 

are dealing with. That’s why, apart from Byte, there is a more unambiguous equivalent: 

octet.   

Octet is a unit of information representing 8 bits. The meaning in Latin is “eight” 

and it is pronounced as “octo”. 

In many cases, the terms octet and Byte are synonyms, but the term “octet” is 

always unambiguous , thus used in computer networks. Also we can add prefixes 

meaning multiplicity, for example kilooctet (ko) or kibioctet (Kio), which are rarely 

met, instead the term Byte is more used. 

1.3.2 Protocols: how do electronic foreigners communicate? 

 In computer network we can interconnect quite many devices which have not only 

different OS versions, such as Windows, Linux, Solaris for servers, MacOS X, IOS (not 

Apple’s, but also Cisco’s), however active network components often have Linux, but 

also we can interconnect devices with different hardware and software. How do such 

“foreigners” manage to contact each other? 

In a real world people communicate with different languages – Czech, English, 

German, Chinese and so on, so can we talk to everyone who either speaks our native 

language or has an interpreter. A language defines how things are named, how to greet 

at the beginning of communication, how to share information, how to respond to the 

shared information, how to know that our partner does not understand, how to finish the 

conversation and say goodbye.  

In the world of electronics there are protocols instead of languages. Protocols 

define how communication should start, how to set parameters for communication, how 

to share a certain type of information, how the other participant should acknowledge 

receiving the information or share, or indicate whether the transmission should be 

repeated, how to terminate communication and so on. 

DEFINITION (Protocols and their implementation): Protocol is a conventional 

set of rules which manage performing a certain type of communication (mostly 

electronic). It defines the rules on syntax (order of signals), semantics (meaning) and 
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communication synchronization. 

Protocol is just a rule which should be implemented (programmed to be used in 

practice). Implementation could be software, hardware or combination of both. 

For example HTTP protocol defines how web browser should “talk” to Web server 

(actually, HTTP is more universal, this example is used because every user had 

experienced how HTTP works). HTTP is implemented (programmed) into operation 

system running in computer, and also in a Web server, which you communicate with. 

 NOTE: When designing protocols, there is one important rule (especially in 

UNIX): the protocol should be brief, simple and easily implemented. It should not be 

complicated, because the more complicated the less resistive to errors it is. For that 

reason, there is no very universal protocol, it can perform one particular task and does it 

well. It is called KISS (Keep it Simple, Stupid). 

There are certain rules for cooperation of protocols, for following such principles: 

what a certain protocol cannot do, can be done by another protocol. 

Protocols are not only used in computer networks, they are also used in 

telecommunications, consumer electronics, civil engineering, also in internal 

components of computer, for example USB, SATA.  

1.3.3 Properties of protocols 

As mentioned above, protocols usually have the following properties: 

 They are generally known and can be implemented by anyone , 

 They are quite simple, not too complicated, 

 They can cooperate with other protocols. 

Let us focus on the first property. Why is it important? Imagine the situation, when 

network hardware manufacturer has a new device and decides that this device will 

communicate with other devices according to a new protocol. However, that device will 

only communicate with devices supporting similar protocol, which means it will not be 

able to communicate with devices of different manufacturers. It would be good for that 

manufacturer if he persuaded his consumers to buy only his products, but the reality is 

different. The consumer would prefer to buy devices which are easily implemented and 

which could belong to different manufacturers. 
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Consequently, most of protocols are freely available or available in a different way 

(for a charge, as a license), but their implementation is licensed. 

Open-source protocol is a freely available protocol, but proprietary protocols are 

those whose specifications are not published (released) anywhere and their creators 

leaves it for themselves or gives license for money. 

NOTE: OSPF is one of the examples of open-source protocols on routers. On the 

contrary, IGRP is not used only in Cisco routers. 

On the other hand, Skype is proprietary, but it does not impact on its popularity. 

If network devices support some proprietary protocols, for this function it usually 

supports some alternative protocols with accessible specifications, for “chatting” with 

devices of different manufacturer. 

Other two properties are simplicity and capability of operating with different 

protocols. The more complicated the product is the less resistive to errors it is and 

harder it is to create. This applies to any product in hardware and software. In field of 

technology development is fastest-growing, thus making the time aspect in creating and 

updating products important, including security. Moreover, different types of devices 

have certain set of functions, but are distinct in some features. Therefore, it is necessary 

to create brief sections of codes (programs, protocols and parts of components in 

hardware) and then to insert in necessary goal.  
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3. Translation analysis  
 

3.1. Analysis from lexical viewpoint. 
 

One of the main qualities of technical texts is greater occurrence of terminology by 

means of abbreviations, acronyms and loanwords. As to equivalencies in translation of 

technical texts, English words are mainly polysemantic, and therefore it is necessary to 

find the correct equivalent in Czech based on functionality in context. For example, the 

Czech word zařízení is the correct equivalent for the English word device, whereas the 

English word path correctly matches with the Czech word cesta, which has context-

based multiple meanings. In case if cesta is used in IT books, especially in computer 

networks it has meaning of communication tool for transferring data, such as physical 

connection by cables or wireless connection through air. In English, all of such 

communication tools for data transfer are considered to be a path, namely 

communication or transmission path. Another example is that the translated word from 

the source language has multiple meanings in the target language. The word spoj can be 

translated as link in texts concerning with transports and computer networks. However, 

link, apart from connection, means URL (Uniform Source Locator) address of a certain 

web site, which in Czech is odkaz. 

With the growth of the Internet, the language develops by increasing its vocabulary 

with neologisms and loanwords. The loanwords related to the Internet or any other 

technical fields mostly originate from the English language. Here is a short list of 

loanwords from the original text: 

Czech English 

e-mail e-mail 

financovat finance (verb) 

klientská client 

virtuální Virtual (adjective) 

simplexní simplex (adjective) 

duplexní duplex (adjective) 

paketový packet (adjective) 

multiplexování multiplexing 

topologie topology 
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lokalní local (adjective) 

protokol protocol 

harware hardware 

software software 

server server 

operační system operation system 

webový web (adjective) 

implementovat implement 

 

The difference between abbreviation and acronym is the way how they are 

pronounced. Abbreviation is pronounced the way the initial letters are spelled, whereas 

acronyms are pronounced in the expanded form. Nearly in all technical and scientific 

books and magazines, particularly in IT books there are acronyms and abbreviations of 

the English origin. In our case, the source text has abbreviations translated into the 

target language by transliteration method. For example, FTP (File Transfer Protocol) in 

Czech is pronounced either [æf-ti-pi] or just [f-t-p] without vowel sounds; SSH (Secure 

Shell) can be pronounced either [æs-æs-eɪʤ] or in Czech [es-es-ha]. The abbreviations 

used in the text are mostly names of organizations (ARPANET, ISP, DARPA…), 

network protocols (HTTP, IMAP, TCP…) and devices (USB, PCI…). 

Jak funguje počítačová sít’ – How do computer network operate? 

Here we also have similar and appropriate equivalent to the Czech loanword 

fungovat, which is operate in English. Both of them are related to implementation, some 

activity, intent or purpose. The reason of this option is a frequent usage of the word 

operate in many textbooks when explaining the performance of some system or device, 

etc.  

 Byl to projekt amerického ministerstva obrany – It was a project of American 

Department of Defense 

The important lexical-grammatical aspect in translation is equivalence of words in 

both languages, that is to choose words which perfectly fit in the context. Ministerstvo 

can be translated as a ministry, department or administration. In American English, the 

governmental authority administrating in a certain field is named as Department, but not 

Ministry (Knittlová. D. 1995: 50). For example: Department of Health and Human 
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Services, Department of Justice, etc. 

Provoz ARPANETu byl definitivně ukončen – The ARPANET implementation was 

completely finished  

Despite the fact that definitivně is a loanword with meaning of finally or 

definitively, here we can use another similar equivalent completely which is also applied 

to full termination of the implementation process.  

 Původně šlo o sesít’ování výkonných počítačů, ke kterým se navíc dalo přistupovat 

vzdáleně – It was initially concerning with networking of power computers, which then 

became capable of being accessible remotely 

In the sentence, we encounter the difficulties with words that are never to be 

translated literally, since such words have different meanings, or can be translated 

differently depending on the context. The verb dát se literally means allow, but in this 

context we can translate as became capable of. Thus, we should emphasize on that the 

meaning of sentence can be misunderstood. For example, the reader could think that the 

organization named as ARPANET  has enabled power computer networks to be 

accessed remotely, but on the contrary, the network of power computers was gradually 

evolving that had then the function of remote access. Another example is the verb jít 

(šlo) o which also can be translated variously based on context. We can translate it as 

concern with meaning that the agency DARPA was interested in networking of power 

computers.  

…ve skutečnosti zde ani zdaleka nepůjde pouze o počítače – …since the term does 

not necessarily refer only to computers 

As it was mentioned before the verb jít o has several meanings. In this case, it is 

translated as refer to which means the term computer network is not applied only to 

computers. 

Intuitivně určitě chápeme, že v počítačové síti jde o propojení určitých zařízení 

tak...- By term “computer network” we intuitively think of interconnecting certain 

devices so that… 

Here we can omit the verb jít o, and replace it with think of. Thus, we regard the 

word computer network as a term which is associated with interconnection of devices. 

…může jít o dvojici přenosových kanálů – …which has a couple of transmission 
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channels... 

Another meaning of the verb jít o is to involve/include, which is here replaced with 

to have.  

aktivní sít‘ové prvky – aktivně ovlivňují komunikaci, například provádějí 

směrování, zesilují signál apod.,- Active networking components - devices which 

actively influence on communication, for example they perform routing, amplify the 

signal and so on.  

The term network components and networking components are usually 

interchangeable in the context of computer networks. The noun-adjective network 

means that a component is just a part of network, and networking emphasizes the 

operation and function of a component. For example, PC is not a networking 

component, since it does not perform data routing and switching, because it is an end 

user, whereas routers and switches have such functions, and therefore they are called 

active networking components. The use of networking is appropriate when defining 

types of components taking part in the networking process.  

Prováději směrování, in English routing, and to be more specific routing 

information. The process of routing in computer networks or just routing includes the 

information exchange between network devices. However, if the reader does not know 

what exactly is being routed, we can be more specific in this context by adding the word 

information (Knittlová 1995: 49). However, since the text is related to the style of 

science and technology, it can introduce implicitness. The given extract is from the 

textbook designed for students dealing with Informatics and Telecommunications, or 

Networking. It amounts to the fact that the person is assumed to have a background 

technical knowledge for comprehension such literature, especially terminology related 

to network technologies. The word route in the context of networking is understood as a 

process of information or data delivery.  In other context it can be understood as a part 

of road, in aviation - flying lines, in production it is route of process/manufacture, 

something to be processed. If it were a popular scientific style, explicitness would really 

be necessary.  This is one of the similarities of Czech and English in terms of 

pragmatics and how pragmatics work in technical literature.  

Switch (přepínač) je již trochu inteligentnější aktivní sít’ový prvek – Switch is a 

slightly smarter active networking component 
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 Smarter is a better option rather than more intelligent, because it is a technical 

term for describing multi-functionality of new devices, for example: smart phones, 

smart televisions, etc.  

Jednotkou množství informace je bit, který může nabývat jedné ze dvou hodnot - 0 

nebo 1. - The information unit is a bit, which gains one of these values – 0 or 1. 

Nabývat literally means to obtain/gain. It could be translated as to represent a 

certain value or to reach a certain value, because bits are represented by 0 and 1, but in 

this sentence bit is considered from physical viewpoint (signal is switched off/on), but 

not from the visual viewpoint (the way how information visually looks like). 

Odvozenou jednotkou je Byte, který obvykle zabírá 8 bitů – The derived unit is a 

byte, which consist of 8 bits 

Zabírat literally means to capture or to cover, but the equivalent fitting correctly in 

the target text is to consist of, meaning 8 bits make up 1 byte.  

3.2. Analysis of translation method applied. 
 

One of the strong methods of translation by keeping the main idea is paraphrasing, 

or in our case replacing with an appropriate equivalent. It is very necessary to avoid 

literality in translation, and there are cases when a word in source language cannot be 

translated literally in target language, but in case if it is translated, it will lose its 

meaning for the context.   

Zatímco služba nám říká, co je poskytováno, technologie nám říká, jakým 

způsobem to funguje. – While service refers to what is provided, technology refers to 

the ways of how it is provided. 

In this sentence, we can use the verb refers to instead of tells us, since it is more 

appropriate. Literal translation is commonly acceptable for technical texts, however we 

should avoid too much literality. Furthermore, refers to has strong denotative function. 

Jakým způsobem to funguje should not necessarily be translated as the ways it 

operates/works or how it operates/works, since it refers to how generally the process of 

providing services works.  Therefore it is replaced with ways of how it is provided. 

 … jak se má “bavit” webový prohlížeč s WWW serverem… – …how web browser 

should “talk” to Web server… 
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The more proper term for servers dealing with Web browsers in English is Web 

server, however Web server and WWW server can be interchangeable similarly with 

Webový server. 

3.2.1. Vinay and Darbelnet’s techniques  
 

Here is one of the techniques and approaches of translation introduced by two 

French scholars named Jean-Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet (Knittlová 2010: 19): 

1) Equivalence – substitution of TL statement for SL statement which have the 

same situation or function, but have different structure and semantic 

correspondence :  

časově náročná– time-consuming   

2) Transposition – a change in grammar from SL to TL: 

Síťové služby – network services - the difference is in grammar, i.e. morphology. 

The Czech adjective has an inflexion which is characteristic of the Czech 

language, whereas the English equivalent adjective is a noun-adjective, which 

does not have a corresponding inflexion 

Přenos souborů– file transmission  - here we see the difference in the word 

order and the grammatical case: the word is composed of two nouns, the first 

noun is in the nominative case (Cz), the second one is in the genitive case (Cz), 

whereas the English translation consists of noun-adjective and noun in the 

nominative case (Eng), however it could be “transmission of file”, where the 

preposition “of” determines the possessive case 

pokud dojde k poškození kabelu – if the cable is damaged - the difference is in 

the sentence structure: the Czech phrase literally means “if the cable happens to 

be damaged”, which translated into English using passive voice.  

mají pod controlou – controls - the simple English word is expressed in Czech 

by set of words  

znovu vygeneruje– re-generate - the Czech phrase literally meaning “generating 

once more” is translated into English as one word with prefix meaning the 

repetition of a certain action 

3) Modulation - change of viewpoint, and of perspective with respect to original 

form, in spite of being grammatically, syntactically and lexically correct:  
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Internetová telefonie– IP telephony - IP telephony is common term used for 

telephony over Internet, and there is no term “Internet telephony”. IP stands for 

Internet protocol, which means that the telephony is performed by protocols (set 

of rules/regulation) through the Internet. Czech translation is less specific simply 

denoting “Telephony over Internet”  

Stavět – focus on   

v rozsahu – comprising  

je třeba – should be  

klientská zařízení – client components   

4) Borrowing: 

E-mail – e-mail 

financovaná – financed 

fyzikální charakteristiky – physical characteristics 

hierarchicky - hierarchically  

5) Calque – literal translation:  

Meziuzly – internodes    

vzdálená správa – remote administration  

smart device – chytré zařízení  

možnost– capability  

úzké hrdlo - bottleneck  

obcházet– bypass  

3.2.2. Joseph Malone’s techniques  
 

Here is another type of translation strategies (Knittlová 2010: 20):  

1) Reduction – omitting redundant element:  

mají pod kontrolou – controls 

2) Condensation – producing more condensed word:  

znovu vygeneruje – re-generate 

3) Reordering – change of sentence structure or word order:  

Z evropských států … jako prvni pripojilo– the first European country to have 

connected - two sentences have different word order, but their meanings are 

similar 
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protože by … docházelo ke kolizím – for avoiding collisions - the Czech sentence 

is a complex sentence: the first one is a simple sentence, the second refers to the 

first, but expresses the reason, whereas the English sentence uses just 

preposition + gerund, and implies the purpose. The sentence structure is 

different, since the English sentence is more condensed. However, the meanings 

are similar 

aby nedocházelo ke zpětnému šíření – for preventing from back-propagation - 

the same situation described above   

3.3. Analysis from grammatical viewpoint 
 

Úvod do počítačových sítí – Introduction to computer networks 

The term počítačová sít’ can be translated either computer network or computer 

networks. The plurality of nouns here is very important, because computer network 

refers to a system of computers interconnected with communication path, whereas 

computer networks can be regarded as a study about networking or a subject dealing 

with configuration or troubleshooting a computer network. Even počítačová sít  is in 

plural form in the original text, its English translation can be considered as either a 

subject about networking or the real physical/logical network of computers. 

From the grammar perspective, one of the similarities of technical literature in both 

Czech and English is the use of passive voice. Because using passive voice is one of the 

approaches expressing impersonality, which is typical for technical texts, and thus 

expressing objectivity (Krhutová. M. 2009: 150). We can observe them in the text, for 

example: co je poskytováno – what is provided, spuštěný roku 1969 – launched in 1969, 

financovaná agenturou – financed by agency.  And also, there is conversion of words 

into passive voice in target text which were in active voice in source text. Tyto typ uzlů 

můžeme souhrnně nazvat klientská zařízení  – this type of node is generally called client 

device. In this sentence, the usage of passive voice eliminates modality in the Czech 

language, because in English text, when we define or give definition of some term we 

do not use expressions like we could call or it it can be called, especially in English 

technical handbooks, however in Czech technical texts it is accepted. Moreover, we can 

see how reflexive verbs in Czech are converted into passive voice in English, for 

example vyžádá se – is required. 

…data jsou předem rozdělena (zabalena) do bloků o určité velikosti, opatřena 
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‘logistickými informacemi’…- …data is segmented into series of blocks of certain size 

and assigned with “logistic information”… 

ISP národního dosahu, kteří provozují… – national-scale ISPs which provide…  

Informace jsou data, která snižují … – Information is a data which decreases … 

Logistickými informacemi – with logistic information, here we can see the 

difference in numbers between both languages. In Czech, the word information has a 

plural form, however in English, this word is uncountable, therefore does not have a 

plural form. 

 ISP in the source text is in singular form, whereas in the target text is in plural. 

Both in Czech and English interpretation, ISP (Internet Service Provider) can serve as a 

collective noun, which means that it is an organization which includes some sub-

organizations, thus having hierarchical structure. The difference is that acronyms are not 

pluralized in Czech language, especially those of English origin.  

The word information is not pluralized, since it is an uncountable noun. In English 

version it is a collective noun meaning the term which involves various types of 

information and formats, therefore in the Czech version it is pluralized meaning any 

type of information (Baker 2011: 96,97). 

3.4. Stylistic analysis 
 

The main function of the scientific style is to convey the gist of different 

professions, scientific fields precisely, accurately and completely (Knittlová 2010: 149). 

The author communicates with reader only by relying on correct arrangement of 

phrases, correctly articulated sentences, and their correct orders. It can be performed by 

using connectors, referencing and denoting items and auxiliary conjunctions.  

The syntax is arranged in the proper way for objectiveness and avoiding 

expressivity. Regarding the lexical aspect, the scientific style is full of terminology. 

Subjective and expressive phrases are not used. The more scientific, the narrower the 

terminologies are (Knittlová 2010: 149).  

Here are the examples the specific terms which are related only to 

telecommunication sphere: transmission path, virtual circuit (permanent/switched), 

LAN, WAN, packet/circuit switching, logical topology, HTTP, OSPF. It means that they 
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are not used in other scientific fields, exactly outside of telecommunication.  

According to Knittlová (2010: 150), one of the particularities is impersonality, i.e. 

impersonal convey of information which is significant for exact science. It is due to the 

fact that the author relies on conducted experiments and the real facts.     

Extracts from the translated text : 

Extract which shows personality: In this chapter, we will explain the basic terms 

regarding computer networks, … 2) Let’s see the examples of network services , 3) 

Hereinafter, we will be using the term computer network, 4) By term  “computer 

network” we intuitively think of…-  here the pronoun we is used even in the Czech text 

with the intention to make topic more available for readers (Krhutová 2009: 151). 

Extract which shows impersonality: 1) According to way of transmission, transmission 

mode is classified into… 2)  In case of the block transmission  mode  it  is  not 

necessary to dedicate a certain circuit. 3) It means the full address of receiver has to be 

neither in the packet nor  the  intermediate  network  components 4) It shows that nodes 

in network can be organized into groups. In the given examples, there is passive voice 

used and special phrases indicating that the author relies on conducted experiments and 

authentic facts. The translated text contains expressions indicating impersonality 

described in the Herbert’s book “The Structure of Technical English”. These 

expressions are mainly used for describing the technical facts and thoughts (Knittlová 

2010: 152). 

3.5. Analysis of the scientific style from the pragmatic perspective. 
 

Explicitness vs Implicitness 

 As mentioned above, when there was an example with word “route” in the 

networking context, we can be implicit if the text is designed for future or current 

networking specialist, or should be explicit when the text is for completely beginners in 

networking field. It means that the author relies on the professional knowledge of the 

readers (Krhutová 2009: 57). 

Here are the examples of implicitness in the style of science and technology taken 

from the translated text:  
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1) These types of nodes (at the beginning or end of communication path) can 

generally be called client components. Here the word “node” could seem 

unambiguous for readers who do not have experience with networking, since 

this term in the networking context has the meaning of any device participating 

in the network and networking process.  

Definition: “In a communications network, a network node is a connection 

point that can receive, create, store or send data along distributed network 

routes.” (http://searchnetworking.techtarget.com). This sentence does not 

provide a definition which could explain the meaning of “node” exactly in the 

context of computer networks.  

2) …some  transmission  paths  should  be  reserved  for  avoiding  collisions  

during transmission… 

Definition: “In a half duplex Ethernet network, a collision is the result of two  

devices on the same Ethernet network attempting to transmit data at exactly the 

same time.” (http://searchnetworking.techtarget.com) 

3) In a wireless type of communication, in which transmission path is an air, the 

data  transmission  is  performed  by  multiplexing:  for  example  modification  

(modulation)  of  frequency -division or time-division multiplexing.  

Definition: “Here, multiplexing is a term related to a signal processing, 

which was not described in detail. Multiplexing (or muxing) is a way of sending 

multiple signals or streams of information over a communications link at the 

same time in the form of a single, complex signal.” (from: 

http://searchnetworking.techtarget.com) 

Popular scientific style 

Popular scientific style contains features of colloquial style, partially publicistic 

styles. It attempts to convey the information in an interesting and attractive way, by 

using articulated sentences, which attracts a reader, short sentences are also admitted, 

the terminology is not extremely narrow, or the terminologies are explained or 

commented, described and expressive phrases can be found. The popular scientific style 

is very important, since its audience covers the majority of people (Knittlová 2010: 

150).  

Popular scientific style can be explicit, by adding details about and definitions of 

http://searchnetworking.techtarget.com/
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what the given subject is about.  

The first extract is related to the text of the style of science and technology (taken 

from the translated text): 

2)  LAN (Local Area Network)  –  local network which covers tens and 

hundreds meters, usually within a building (through WiFi, Ethernet). 

3)  MAN  (Metropolitan  Area  Network)–  metropolitan  network  

comprising  a  town  or  a residential  area  (within  kilometer  or  tens  of  

kilometers),  serves  for  interconnecting different  LANs  (for  example  

WiMAX),  usually  serves  as  an  access  network  to Internet. 

4)  WAN (Wide Area Network )– wide network covering a region, country 

and continent, serves for interconnecting smaller networks (for example, 

different LANs and MANs) and has the same functions as WAN, but on higher 

level thus building the Internet. 

The second extract is taken from the text related to the popular scientific style 

(source: http://www.dummies.com): 

A WAN is a type of Local Area Network (LAN). A LAN is a private network 

that typically is made up of a well-connected, reliable, and fast network 

connection. Alternatives on the LAN framework include CANs, MANs, and 

WANs. 

MANS 

If your buildings are more dispersed, say around a city, your network 

increases to a Metropolitan Area Network (MAN). In this case, the odds are 

very high that you will not own the entire network infrastructure, so you will be 

buying or leasing network connectivity from a service provider. 

Because your network connections are fairly short range and may all be 

hosted by one provider, the technology choices may allow you to utilize higher 

speed or cheaper technologies over traditional WAN technologies. These 

choices are entirely dependent on what your service provider can offer. 

WANS 

Finally, you get into Wide Area Network (WAN), using traditional WAN 

http://www.dummies.com/
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connectivity options such as Frame Relay and switched circuits. These 

technologies allow you to create a multi-location LAN, or WAN, that could 

span the globe. 

In that case, you are dealing with and negotiating connections in many 

countries and getting all of your service providers or telephone companies to 

communicate with each other, so you probably need to rely on a routing 

protocol to deal with the changing link states and network availability. 

(http://www.dummies.com) 

The above illustrated texts are written in different styles, since they are designed 

for different audience. The first extract is taken from the translated text from the 

handbook about networking, and is aimed at students studying in telecommunication or 

computer science fields, future experts. This is shown by: occurrence of terms (LAN, 

Ethernet, WiMAX), degree of implicitness (there are definitions for each type of 

network, but they were not provided with examples and added with detailed 

explanation), and formality (strict structure and usage of formal English, no 

interaction with reader) and impersonality, which determines that the author relies on 

the real facts (Krhutová 2009: 54). 

The second text is aimed for non-experts, and respectively, the style is written 

according to the aimed audience. The text has personal pronouns (you will not own, 

your network, your building) which show that the author and reader are on the same 

level of knowledge. As to explicitness, we can observe that some terms are provided 

with not only explanations, but also with examples as it was highlighted above 

(Krhutová 2009: 54). 
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4. Conclusion 
 

In the first part of the bachelor thesis, we described the types of translations 

according to different criteria and characteristic features of the technical literature and 

its translation. It is necessary to always keep to the certain rules to keep the objectivity 

when writing technical literature, for example (using passive voice and the avoidance of 

words with emotional coloring), and rules concerning different linguistic categories 

characteristic of the technical literature. Also, this part deals with translation 

equivalence and explains the global popularity and importance of the English language.  

In the practical part, we have the translated text from the Czech language into 

English on the topic of “computer networks”. This topic is selected for the purpose to 

demonstrate the influence of the English language on the Czech, especially in IT field, 

by expanding the Czech vocabulary with borrowed words. 

The last part presents the analysis of the translation from lexical, grammatical, 

pragmatic viewpoints. On the example of the translated text, we have learned  the 

distinctive features of English and Czech languages in different linguistic categories and 

examined in detail the problems encountered during the translation, methods of 

translation appropriate for these cases, especially in the technical literature, and the 

similarities in pragmatics and style. Hence, it follows that the language is a steady 

phenomenon in terms of grammar, and despite the fact that language is evolving in 

terms of vocabulary replenishing itself with neologisms and borrowed words, 

grammatical and semantic structures will always be unchanged and will require a 

special effort from translators including deep professional and cultural knowledge. 

Consequently, the language should not always be regarded as an auxiliary or 

complementary subject, it is one of the main spheres of human activities where 

everything is interconnected and involved, from the culture and history to the politics. 

Speaking about the language in technical literature, it should be pointed out that the 

main constituent of technical literature is terminology and technical literature is 

characterized by terminology. Exactly terminology is a dynamical phenomenon in 

linguistics, since with development of technology there are new scientific branches and 

new terms. It is no exception that the future technical specialists belonging to different 

linguistic communities, but to the same professional community will be able to 

negotiate relying on common knowledge by using terms, but with different grammar 

structures.  
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